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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

There are four main branches of mathematics; namely, algebra, geometry, analysis, and topology. The third, analysis, may be defined as the
study of functions.

The word, "function" is used commonly in a nonmathe-

matical sense to denote simply the ideal of one thing .depending on another .
It may be said, "A man's success is a function of his ability and industry,"

even though the relationship involved cannot be expressed in mathematical
tenns.
The theory of functions as the mathematician thinks of it was begun
by the Frenchman, Augustin Cauchy (1789-1857). He was a civil e.ngineer,
but permitted his interest in theoretical mathematics to absorb the greater
part of his time.
In the high schools, students must face many problems. Sometime just
the idea of numbers that are not known are represented by letters. The
introduction of function has been invented to give an idea of the meaning
or the relationship between two or more quantities.
This shifting of mathematics has not reached its end, a considerable
change may be anticipated as the result of the demand of modern science
that the student be prepared to make constant use of the tools and concepts
of mathematics .
The writer wishes to show how the function concept may be taught in
a high school algebra class.
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Definitions
The following terms and symbols will be used throughout this paper.
Binary operational machine. A machine with two inputs and one output.
Input. The first number of an ordered pair.
Linear-Equation. An equation of degree 1.
Mapping.

Each element of a set A there corresponds a unique element

f(x) of a set B.
Parallel lines. Two lines in the same plane that do not intersect.
Output. The second number of an ordered pair.
Singulary machine. A machine with one input-output slot.
Slope of! straight line. The difference of the ranges of the two
points (X1 ,Y 1) and (X 2 ,Y 2) divided by the difference of their domain
numbers.

Tangent line. The point in which a line intersects a curve.
Symbols

* - operational symbol
l.(7 )- less than (greater than)

3

== (4') - equals (does not equal)
:,- - implies that
_,.__ - equivalence
E c,) _ is (is not) an element of

n

- intersection

J

- delta (Greek alphabet)

e

- theta (Greek alphabet)

y~ - For every X

.

~

- therefore

__, - into

CHAPTER II
RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS
Consider the operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Operation machines can help make some of the ideas
of operations clear.
A machine with an input-output slot such that when a card with a
number on it is put in the input slot, a card with the number Z greater
than the input number comes out of the output.

~:;8 ==> E ~ ~
~

a+z
QrL
The set of all input-output pairs of an operation machine defines

a relation. A relation is the set of ordered pairs (a,a+z);J a €domain set
and a+z € range set.
a.

In general an input-output operation machine is

3

[!£ :=J

will

a'JI','%

yield the set of pairs (a,a*z).

ct

If the relation defined by

;:=i

is a plus Z operation machine denoted +Z~-t. We have an ordinary mapping
n➔n*Z.

Hence for*~+ we have ~+Z by the operation machine.

If we let

f denote the machine, then f maps ~n+Z that is to say f:n~n+Z or simplify

f(n)=n+Z. The +Z which is a singulary operational machine is a function.
Thm.

If F:R~R defined by the rule f(x)=mx+b when m,b

tion ~ E domain f n R.
Proof: Case 1 (mtO)
1. Assume f is not a function implies

r R,

then f is a func-

5

2.

x1=x 2 and

3.

but f(X1)=mX1+b and f(X2)~mx2+b

f(X 1)*f(X 2)

4. And, mX 1+bf=mX 2+b
5. mX,frnX 2

x1*x 2 contradicts X1=x 2
7. Therefore, f(x)=mx+b is a function

6.

Case 2 (m=O)
1.

m=O ::?f ( X)=b

2. X1=X2 and f(X,)#f(Xz)

but , f(X )=b and f(X 2) ~b
1
4. Since f(X 1 )*f(X 2)

3.

5.

b*b contradicts a number cannot equal itself

6.

Therefore, f{x)=b is a function

If the relation defined by I

4

;=::J

is a times Z operation

machine denoted~Z~l~• . We have an ordinary mapping n~n•Z.

If we let g

denote the operational machine then g maps ~n•Z that is to say_g:n~n· Z or
g(n)=n •Z. The •Z defines a singulary operational machine and further g is
a function.
Thm.

If f:R~R is defined by the rule g(x)=nx, for any real number n,x, then

g is a function V,. E domain g nR.
Proof: Case l (n10)
1. Assume g is not a function ~
2. x1=x 2 and g(X 1)~g(X 2)
3. but, g(X1)=nx1 and g(X }=nX
2
2

6

5. and, x1~x 2 contradicts x1~x 2
6.

Therefore, g(x)=nx is a function

Case 2 (n=O)
7.

n=O~ {x)=O

8. but g(X 1)=0 and g(X 2)=0 implies
9. O=O contradicts a number cannot equal itself
10. Therefore, g(x)=O is a function
A machine with inputs-output slot such that when two cards with a
number on each is put in the input slots, a card with the number a plus b
comes out of the output .

F

... A

o.+b

-<

The relation is the set of ordered pairs ((a,b),a+b}) a,b €domain set
and a+b f range set.
~

b

In general an input-output oper~tion machine is 3 [_- - . : ~

will

yield the set of pairs ((a,b),a*b).
If the relation defined by
machine denoted

+ ~ .,f-.

I '

~~

is an addition operation

We have a mapping (n,n) n*n.

(n,n)4n+n by the operation machine.

Hence for*...+ we have

If we let f denote the machine, then

f maps {n,n)➔n*n that is to say f:(n,n) n+n or simply f(n,n)=n+n.

The 11 +11

binary operation is a function.
Thm.

If

f:RXR➔ R

is defined by the rule f 1((a,b))=a+b and f 2 :(a,b)=a •b,

then f is a function.

7

Proof
l.

Assume f, is not a function implies

2. (a,b)=(c,d) and f,(a,b)lf,(c,d)
3.

but, ~(a,b)=a+b and f,(c,d)=c+d

4.

and, a+b#c+d

5.

Then, (a,b)#(c,d) contradicts (a,b)=(c,d)

6.

Therefore, f.(a,b)=a+b is a function

1.

Assume f~is not a function implies

2.

(a,b)=(c,d) and f(a,b)~f(c,d)
2.:
z..:

3.

but, fJa,b)=a•b and f{c,d)=c~d

4.

and a•b~c-d

Proof

5. Then, a•b#c•d contradicts #2
6. Therefore, f{a,b)=a•b is a function
~

CHAPTER II I
CONSTANT AND LINEAR FUNCTIONS
If f:R~R is defined by the rule f(x)=K, then f is a constant function
of x. The graph of a constant function is a set of real ordered number
pairs such that for every x there is one real number KER.

From the des-

cription of the constant function, one would suspect that the graph would
follow the path of a line parallel to the x-axis. The equation of a line
parallel to the x-axis is the constant function.
Since the graph of a constant function is a line parallel to the xaxis that induces a maximum of the function every where on f{x).
Definition of a maximum point on f(x):

If f is defined on the inter-

val (a,b) such that al b and f(a)=f(X O)=f(b) then f has a maximum at

(x 0 ,f(x 0 )).

a.

b

Domain and Range
The domain off is a,x O, and b. The range is the second number
f(a),f(X O)., and f(b) such that f(a)=f(X 0 )=f(b).
If

f:R➔ R

function of x.

is defined by the rule f(x)~mx+b, then f is the linear
Suppose m/0 and f(x)~O, the graph is a set of real ordered

9

number pairs such that f represents a straight line that is not parallel
to the x-axis or y-axis. The equation of such lines is the linear function. The fact that the lines are neither parallel to the x-axis or y-axis
induces increasing and decreasing.

What is meant by a function is increas-

i_ng or decreasing on a domain D? Since most students in high school understand ordering on the number line, it is easy to define an increasing and
decreasing function.
If x1 and x2 are first numbers
of ordered pairs off and if x1 is to the left of x2 on the x-axis, find
f(X 1) and f(X 2) and see if f(X 2) is above f(X 1 ). If f(X 2) is above f(X 1 )
Definition of increasing function:

the function is increasing on that domain. Symbolically if x1lx 2 then
f(X 1 )<f(X 2) implies f is increasing.
If x1 and x2 are first numbers
of ordered pairs off and if x1 is to the left of x2 on the x-axis then
find f(X 1) and f(X 2) and if f(X 2) is below f(X 1 ) then f is decreasing.
Symbolically if x1>x 2 and f(X 1 )~f(X 2) then f is decreasing .
Definition of decreasing function:

The general pattern of a linear function will be shown in the following cases:

f<x.)

Case 1

Case 2

10

If f is defined everywhere on the interval (a,b) and a"'-.)( 04> and f(a)
f(X0 )>f(b) and mLO and b=O, the function is decreasing.
Domain and Range
The domain of f(x)=mx+b when m>O,b=O increases as the ranges decreases.
If f is defined everywhere on the interval (a,b) and a 1£x1Lb1 and f(a )~f(x1)L
1
f(b 1) and 11170 and b=O, the function is increasing.
Domain and Range
The domain of f(x)=mx+b when m?O and b=O increases as the range
increases.

CHAPTER IV
QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS
If f:R~ is defined by the rule f(x)=ax 2+bxtc,a=o, then f is a quadratic function of

x. The quadratic function's graph is a set of real

ordered number pairs that are equal distance from a fixed point called
the focus and a fixed l ine call ed the directrix.

From the description of

the quadratic function one would suspect that if a ball was thrown into
the air, the path followed by the ball would take the form of a parabola.
The equation of the parabola is the quadratic function .
The fact that the bal l woul d go up, stop, and then come down induces
increasing and decreasing of a function along with maximum and minimum
placements. What is meant by the statement the function f is increasing
on a domain D?
Hence, an illustration of a non-linear function increasing on a
domain D and decreasing on a domain Dis given by figure 1.
We know the general pattern of the quadratic function is shown in
figure 2. Consequently, this implies a greatest height or a l owest depth
which we will call a maxi mum or a minimum point for the function f.
Definition of a maximum point for f:

If x0 t domain off and f is
defined on an interval (a,b) so that a~x0~b. If f is increasing on (a,x0 )

and f is decreasing on (x0 ,b) then f attains a maximum at the point
(x ,f(x )).
0
0
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I
~
T..-ic.,.e ~irlt:l o.,,.

do-n-i

i"'

1)~CTCd.<;,1' nq

do""

F.i gure 1

1\,,

On
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0.

Figure 2
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Defi ni ti on of a mi mi mum point for f:
defined on an interval (a,b) so that a~x0l b.

If x0 c: domain of f and f is
If the function f is decreas-

ing on (a,x0) and f is increasing on (x0 ,b) then f has a mini mum at the
point (x0 , f(x)).

M

The quadratic function is a smooth curve.

In order for the quadratic

function to fulfill its role as illustrated by the path of a ball, the
quadratic function must change its direction for every domain number. This
simply says that a quadratic function have a different slope for each domain number i.e.,. the slope of the line tangent to the quadratic function
at each domain number changes since the quadratic itself does not have a
slope but instead straight lines that touches the quadratic function in
only one point have slopes describing the change in direction of the quadratic function.
While studying the straight line we found that its function was symbolized by f(x)=mx+b where mis the slope and bis the number on f(x) axis
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where the function passes through.

But with the quadratic function namely

f(x)=ax 2+bx+c, a=O we do not have the same niceness of character.

In other

words the s 1ope is not a constant. This wi 11 force us to derive a rule
much different from the one in a linear function. The word tangent gives
us our basis. The reason for this statement is from junior high school
until today, we have had ways of solving equations simultaneously. We
discovered this gave a one point in coJ1JTJon with both functions although
they were both linear.

If we did not get this one point then we would have

the same line or no points belonging to both sets.

In either event the

implication would be the same slope, so if we solve f(x)=mx+b and f(x)=
ax 2+bx+c,a=O simultaneously and form a linear equation with that point we
shall have an equation of the tangent line to f(x)=ax2+bx+c,a=O for each
x that belongs to the domain off.

Solution
1.

f(x)=mx+b
f(x)=ax2+bx+c,a=O

2.

ax2+bx+c-(mx+b)=O

ax2=(b-m)x+(c-b)=O
4. X =(m-b)+Y(b-m)2-4a(c-b)
2a

3.

In order to get one number x so that one tangent will be given
(b-m)2-4ac(c-b)=O
(b-m) 2-4acrf.4ab=O
4ab=-(b-m)2+4ac
b=-(b-mf.4ac
4a
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Placing this value for b into the equation f(x)=mx+b yields f{x)=mx(b-m4;-4ac which is indeed the equation for the slope of the tangent to
f(x)=ax2+bx+c,a=O for each domain number.
We will take two graphs and apply the rule f(x)=mx-(b-ml!- 4ac
for mechanics purposes.
Example l f(x)=x2+3x+2

F(x)=mx-(m-b)2~4ac
4a
6=m-(m-3)2-(4(1)(2))
4(1)

- m2-6m+9-8
6-m4

G=m-m2-6m+l
4

24=4m-m 2+6rn- l

O=m2-lom+25
O=(m-5)(m-5)
5=m (slope of tangent at (l ,6))
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y=mx+b

6=5(l)+b
l=b

Therefore, the equation of line through (l ,6) is y=5x+l

Example 2 g(x)=-2x2+3x-1

f(x)=mx-(m-b)2-4ac
4a
0 __ (m-3)2-4(-2)(-1)
=m
4(-2)
O=m 2+2rn+ l

O={m+1)2
O= (mt 1 ) (m+ 1)

-l=m (slope of tangent at (1 ,0))
y=mx+b

Therefore, y=xtl is the equation of the line.

CHAPTER V
OPERATIONS ON FUNCTIONS
Sum and Difference
If J is the image of Q under F and (9,d) F then F(Q)= t is the image.
Suppose Fis defined as ~(1,2),(3,4),(4,5)~. What do we mean when
we say 4 is an image of 3? We see F(3)=4 and (3,4) £ F therefore, 4 is an
image of 3, but 5 is not an image of 1 because F(l )=2 and (1 ,2) c F but
(l,5) ~F.
Given the functions F and G such that F:X~3x for X in Rand

G :X➔3X-l

for X in R. The image of F (1~(1) and F(l)-G(l) is 5 and 1 respectively.
The sum of F and G assigns to each element X in the domain of F and in the
domain of G the sum of the image of X under F and the image of X under G.
We can write (F~G)X=F(X)+G(X) and difference of F and G for each X in the
domain as a relation denoted by (F-G) such that (F-G)X=F(X)-G(X).
Sample
F(X)=3x, domain F={x \X is a real number t
G(X)=3x-1, domain G=1xlx is a real number /
Suppose we let F1CF3F 1=t(-2,-6),(-1,-3),(0,0),(l,l)( and GfG3G =
1
{ (-2,-7),(-1,-4),0-l),(1~2)( .
Therefore , (F+G)(X)=3x+(3x-1)=6x-l, and domain (F+G)={XIX is a real
numberr , and (F-G)(X)=3x-(3x-1)=1, domain (F-G)= iXIX is a real number( ·
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Product and Quotient
Given the functions F and G such that

F:X➔3x

for x in Rand

G :X➔3x-1

for X in R. The image of F(l) •G(l) and F(1)7G( l ) is 6 an~~ respectively.
The product F•G of the functions F and G assigns to each element of X in
the domain of F and in the domain of G the product of the image of X unde~
F and the image of X under G. We can write (F•G)X=F(x)-G(x) and the quotient of F and G for each element X in the domain of F and in the domain of
G the quotient of the image of X under F and the image of X under G, such
that (F+G)x-~f~~, G(X)+o.
Sample
F(x)=3x, domain F= lx\x is a real number l
G(x)=3x-1, domain G={X\X is a real number t
Suppose we let F1CF3F1=t(-2,-6),(-2,-3),(0,0),(l ,1)( and G CG3G =
1
1
{ (-2,-7),(-1 ,-4),(0,-l),{l,2)1.
Therefore, (F•G)x=3x(3x-1)=9x2-3x, domain (F· G)={xJx is a real number( .
(F~G)(X)~ 3~:1 , domain (F~G)={xlx is a real number?; 3x-l~O .

CHAPTER VI
GRAPHS OF FUNCTIONS IN CHAPTER V
I.

(F+G)(X)=6X+l, domain =iX\X is a real number (
Ju.")
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II.

(F-G)X=F(X)-G(X)=l, domain ={XI X is a real number (

22
III.

(F G)(X)=9X 2-3X, domain

={xix is

J

a real number (

<>-)
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IV.

(F G)(X)= 3~: 1 ~ domain ={X\X is a real number l 3x-ltO

~

3

I
I

CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION
Students must be basically concerned with the study of patterns and
relationships in mathematics if we are to pass on to children the important aspects of this part of our culture.
Most of us in everyday life are continually playing a game of 11 What's
my rule? 11 with nature--and nature has some very tricky rules. Some might
like to explore further by looking for clues in the statement of a rule.
How to follow certain rules will lead to the plotting of graphs in algebra.
When we search for patterns or relationships, we must always be prepared
for children to use normal and interesting approaches to a problem .
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